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On 1 November 1986 the appellant was driving a prime mover with two trailers attached on the Stuart Highway at Katherine.	Upon weighing at a weighbridge it was found that:

	the mass on the Bogie Drive axle group on the prime mover exceeded the prescribed limit of 16.5 tonnes; it was 28.060 tonnes.


	the mass on the triaxle group on the first trailer, (the portion of which immediately following the



prime mover was pivoted to, and a part of which was superimposed on, the prime mover) exceeded the prescribed limit of  20 tonnes; it was 42,540 tonnes.


3,	the mass on the tandem axle group on the second trailer, exceeded the prescribed limit of 16.5 tonnes; it was 22.440 tonnes.

4.	the mass on the triaxle group on the second trailer, exceeded the prescribed limit of 20 tonnes; it was 33.560 tonnes.

The mass limits of vehicles of these types is prescribed in Regulation  11 of the Motor Vehicles (Standards) Regulations and in particular by regulations 11(1)(c)(i) and  11 (1)   (e)(i).	It is not necessary to go into further details, there being no argument that the mass on  the respective axle groups exceeded  those limits, nor that at the relevant time the appellant was driving the prime mover and trailers on a public street.

Regulation 5 relevantly provides that, a person shall not drive on a public street a vehicle which does not comply with a requi.rement of the Regulations applicable to it.	The penalty is $1,000 or imprisonment for 6 months.
The respondent laid complaints against the appellant in
respect of the alleged breach of the requirements of the Regulations to which I have referred.	For convenience sake a copy of each of the complaints is annexed to these reasons.

The appellant pleaded guilty and was fined •in respect of each of the offences.	For the first, where the mass was approximately 70% over the limit, $700; for the second where the mass was approximately 113% over the limit,
$1,000; for the third, where the mass was approximately 36% over the limit, $400; and for the fourth, where the mass was approximately 68% over the limit, $700.	It appears that there is a sentencing tariff for this type of offence of $10 for each one per cent by which the mass exceeds the prescribed limit.	That tariff was applied in this case.
The total of the fines amounted to $2 800.


Section 64 (h) of the Motor Vehicles Act enables an officer, appointed  pursuant to the Act, who considers th2t an offence has been committed  against the Regulations afh•r a vehicle and its load have been weighed, to require the driver to prevent the further commission of that offence,  and after taking due measures, to have the vehicle and its load weighed at a weighbridge nominated by the officer and within the period specified by that officer at the time of making that requirement.	A person who fails or neglects to comply with such a requirement is liable to a penalty of
$10,000 or imprisonment for 2 years.	The appellant was convicted for such an offence arising out of requirements made at the time the overloading offences were detected. For that he was fined $4,000.	I will return to that matter later.	A copy of the complaint in respect of that offence is also annexed.

A Notice of Appeal was lodged in respect of each matter, the ground being that the penalty imposed was manifestly excessive in all the circumstances.

Towards the end of argument counsel for the appellant indicated that he wished to raise a further ground of appeal which broadly speaking raised the question as to whether or not upon the interpretation of Regulation 5 a person could be convicted of more than one breach of the regulations, when each breach was alleged to have occurred at the one time.	That is, in the circumstances of this case, is it open to a Court to convict a driver fo1 each of the offences relating to overloading on the differer t	axles, or is it only open to convict in respect of one oi:ccnce of overloading, regardless of the nurr er of axles whic are overloaded at the relevant time.

Given the public importance of such a question, I agreed to adjourn the proceedings so that further consideration could be given to formally raising such an
argument by way of application to amend the notices of appeal.	That was done and grounds of appeal against conviction were lodged.

Those grounds of appeal raise the issue in two ways.	First, once the appellant had been convicted, of an offence of exceeding the prescribed limit in respect of any one of the axles on any of the prime mover and first and second trailers the offence under Regulation 5 was complete in respect of all of them and he could not then be convicted of any further such alleged offence in respect of any other axle on any other of them occurring at the same time.
Second, if that not be so, then once the appellant had been convicted of an offence of exceeding the prescribed limit in respect of any of the axles on the second trailer the  offence under Regulation 5 was complete in respect of that trailer and he could not then be convicted of any further such alleged offence in respect of any other axle on that trailer occurring at the same time.

As to the application to amend the r:·tices of Appeal, to allow the proposed new grounds go'.r,c to conviction, I accepted the submission of cour:sel for the respondent that I should reserve that question, but hear argument on the merits, and decide whether or not to allow the application dependent upon my decision on the merits. The appellant appeared in person before the learned
Stipendiary Magistrate and entered pleas of guilty to the four charges of overloading, but it was argued now on his behalf that "he could not lawfully be convicted of the offence charged" per Napier C.J. in Gray v Jones (1948)  SASR 201 at 206 cited with approval by Asche J. (as he then was), in Kooba Pty Ltd v Hughes (1986) 22 A Crim R 241 at
	246.	His Honour the now Chief Justice then went on to say "Before, therefor, finally deciding whether the amendment should be allowed, I must examine the argument put forward by Mr Reeves as to the validity of the conviction in each case".	In that case, as here, the Notices of Appeal were directed to sentence only and it was sought to amend to appeal against conviction.	It is clear that this Court can allow such an amendment even though out of time, see Kooba and the authorities there cited, and no objection is raised to the proposed amendment on that basis.	Ample notice of it was given and time allowed for preparation of argument on the merits granted to both sides.


The offence of driving a vehi, 'r	on a putlic street, which vehicle does not comply \•_.; th a reqn:, rement of the Regulations applicable to it is, created by
Regulation 5.


The Regulations impose a large number of requirements relating to standards, including the support of certain types of vehicles and trailers by axles, (Reg. 7)
the relationship between axles (Reg. 8), the mass limits of vehicles (Reg. 11) the maximum length, height and width of vehicles (Part V), rear overhang and drawbar length
(Part VI), speed capability (Reg. _28)	brakes (Part VIII), tow coupling (Reg 32)	identification and warning signs (Part X), and inflation pressure of pneumatic tyres (Reg. 46).

The appellant first argues that Regulation 5 should be interpreted so that no matter how many requirements of the Regulations in relation to a vehicle are not complied with, whilst it is being driven on a public street at a particular  time, only one offence is committed.	If more than one complaint is made arising from the same incident, then he says that upon his being convicted of one of those offences it is not lawful to convict him of the remainder for to do so would offends. 18 of the Criminal Code, providing for a defence of previous conviction.	Hence, in this case, all convictions in relation to the overloading offences, bar the first, were url•vful.

Regulation 5 is the onli· regulatior	relating to offences under the Motor Vehicle (E-tandards) Regulations. It uses the word "vehicle" which by	definition may be a single vehicle or a number of vehicles in combination.	The respondent argues that it does not matter which is the case
in the particular circumstances, if the requirements are not
complied with in more than one respect then each breach amounts to a separate offence.	Particular emphasis is placed on the words "a requirement", it being put that if it was not intended that each b_reach should constitui:e a separate offence the Regulation would read, instead of "a vehicle which does not·comply with a requirement", •a vehicle which does not comply with the requirements" (emphasis added).	I consider that as a matter of interpretation of the Regulation, each breach constitutes a separate offence.

Furthermore, it is not reasonable to hold that it was the intention of the Administrator and the Executive Council, that a person who drives a vehicle upon a public street, should be liable to prosecution  for one offence only, regardless of the nUJP er of requirements of the Regulations with which the vehicle failed to comply.	To hold otherwise would be to impute to the Executive the condoning of multiple breaches of the standards, which go to matters such as the safety rf road userc and protection of roads themselves for the rE-cfit of tr:r r-ublic.	Surely, if a vehicle was overladen o	r e	of its	•.Jes and the load projected outside the presc-:ribed limit,, it was not intended that the offender could be prosecuted for but one of those breaches of the standards.		It was put, on behalf of the appellant, that to hold that Regulation  5 permits prosecution for more than one breach of the requirements of
the Regulations would be contrary to public policy.	That is, that if that were the law, those responsible for prosecution might be induced to prosecute for one alleged breach and, if unsuccessful, to then prosecute for another breach alleged to have been committed by the same person, driving the same·vehicle on·the same public street at the same time.	However, this argument does not take into account that aspect of res judicata which prevents the Crown, or other prosecuting authorities, from calling into question issues determined in favour of the accused in earlier proceedings, (see generally Friedland "Double Jeopardy", Chapter 6, "Estoppel•).	I do not think that I need here dwell upon such problems as might arise in relation to this question particularly when applied to proceedings in a Court where there is no jury.	Suffice it to say that I do not think it likely that those responsible fer prosecution of thjs type would find it worth while to so harass an accused per on.

Accordingly. T     refuse )c    "''e to the appellant to amend the notice of 2: r•eal to re' "' an appeal against conviction.

Apart from th	interpretction to be given to Regulation 5, the appellant also submits that, in any event, the manner in which each complaint has been framed leads to the conclusion that, as a matter of law, once he was


convicted of one of the charges of overloading he could not be thereafter convicted of any other such charge.	This argument turns on the complainant's use of the word "vehicle".

By definition ins. 5 of the Motor Vehicles Act, under which the Regulations were made, •vehicle" means any
eans of conveyance which runs on		heels (except a railway). It will be seen from the copies of the complaints that it is alleged that at the place and on the date in question the appellant, drove •a vehicle which did not comply with the requirements of" the Regulations, contrary to Regulation 5. Particulars are then given in each case alleging that the appellant drove the prime mover and each of the two trailers as therein described, where the mass carried on the nominated axle group on one of those component's exceeded the prescribed limit.		In the particulars, the combination is not describer as a •vehjcle".	It was not suggested that none of the pri P mover no,· trailers fell within the definitior. of "' "r:icle" ( i c --'eed "trailer• means any vehicle without motive s r1•cer co ns-:-··" 0     ted or adapted for being drawn by a motor vehirle - see f0	1 nition ins. 5), but that because the corr.r,l ainant h2c' described the combination of those components, only one charge could be laid in respect of a breach of the Regulations in relation to the totality of that combination.	It was not permissible, so the argument goes, firstly to describe the combination and then,
limit a charge to one of the components and make other ch&.rges in respect of other components of the same combination.	The appellant says that to be properly framed the first of the offences charged should ha.ve alleged that the appellant "on Saturday, 1 November 1987, at Katherine, did drive on a public street, namely the Stuart Highway, a vehicle being a Western Star Prime Mover Registration No.
NT 288-312 which did not comply with the Motor Vehicles (Standards) Regulations contrary to Regulation 5 thereof" and then proceed to provide particulars to the effect that "the tandem axle group on the said prime mover exceeded 16.5 tonnes, namely 28.060 tonnes contrary to Regulation
11 (1)   (cl	(i)	".


Each of the other overloading charges (if lawful), should have then been drawn in a similar fashion describing the individual component vehicle involved and giving the appropriatP particulars constituting the alleged offence in relation <c it.

Tt is cle2T •:-om the definitions that a combination of two o:- T"0re vehic -'" s may be one vehicle for the purposes of the bet and Regu}ctions.	I consider it is too late for the appellant to now complain that the complaints were ambiguous, otherwise unclear or lacking in particularity.
Admittedly he was not represented by a legal practitioner
when he pleaded guilty to each of the four overloading
charges but the appellant did so plead, and I do not consider that there was any miscarriage of justice in that respect.	Although it was said that the "vehicle" was described by reference to the whole of its component parts in the particulars, I consider that the remainder of the particulars make it sufficiently clear that the charge related to a specific breach of the requirements in respect of a described axle on one cf those parts which is a vehicle, and which is itself sufficiently identified,

The manner in which the complainant drew the complaints does not assist the appellant in relation to his first argument.

Before turning to the appeals against the various sentences it is convenient to first outline the course of the proceedings before the Court of Summary Jurisdiction.

On S 0une 1987 the appellant appeared in person in ar: •	to a m : • h 0 r of charges of which the five, the subject of ,-1--Ese appe2·,,. were some only.	It appears from the tr2•s ript thd+ the charges were not put to him individually, 21:d the appellant pleaded guilty to all of then, after the learned Magistrate simply enquired as to whether he understood them all, and the appellant replied "Yes''.
The pleas having been entered, the prosecutor then outlined the facts in respect of each of the offences charged.	When asked "Do you agree with all that?" the appellant indicated he disagreed with certain facts put in relation to the charge of disobedience to the inspector's directions.	His Worship took the view that the version of facts then outlined by the appellant might amount to a defence and he was permitted to change his plea tc one of not guilty on that charge.	His Worship then adjourned not only the proceedings on that charge, but also further hearing in relation to the overloading charges, until
16 September 1987.	However, he proceeded to deal with a plea of guilty to an overloading charge which occurred later in time to those the subject of these appeals.	During the course of doing so His Worship made some enquiry of the appellant as to his personal circumstances and proceeded to convict him, impose a fine and order for costs and allow time ton""·	At the conclusion of those proceedings the appellan< was reminded not to forget the date to which the ether	P	crs had been adjourned.

r	16 September 1987, the appellant failed to appear.	Jct that stage the Court was part heard in relation to penalty on the overloading charges and the defendant had entered a plea of not guilty to having disobeyed the directions of the inspector.
His Worship proceeded ex parte.	Evidence was given by Mr Kellett, a transport inspector.	He told the Court about how the appellant was apprehended at about 9.30 pm and directed to the weighbridge and the weight on the various axles in question.	Re then said that he spoke to the appellant and told him to make "the legal axle weights  before leaving the weighbridge area".	Mr Kellett said he told the appellant that he was going off duty and a  different crew (I take it to be of transport inspectors) was coming on duty at midnight.	In answer to His Worship
Mr Kellett said that there was not much the appellant could do that night because he would need the use of a fork-lift to unload, which would not be available until the following day.	Further evidence from other transport inspectors shows that the appellant left the weighbridge at Katherine, without obeying the instructions regarding the load; shortly after midnight on the night he was apprehended.	He drove the vehicle to a quarry near Batchelor.	Mr Trainer gave ev5dence of the following conversation he had with the
ar-clJant after the vehicle was located -


"I said, "Where is your truck?"	He said, "It's safe."	I said, "Where is it located?"	He said, "I'm not going to tell you."	I said, "Why did you leave the weighbridge at Katherine after being told to make your load legal?"	He said, "They all left the weighbridge."	I said, "Is that any reason for you to leave?" and be said, "Look, it's l.ike cricket.		If you don't keep your eye on the ball, you're going to get bowled."	I said, •That's no answer."		He said, "Look, they told me I was grounded until morning so I waited until 5 past 12 and I left.	That's morning, isn't it?"		I said,
"You were told not to leave until you made your load legal.•	He said, "I dcn't remember that.	He told me not to leave until morning.•	I said, "What would you say if I told you I know where your truck
i• s?" bHe sai. d, "You'll never find it.•	I sai,d
How a out in Quarry Industries quarry on the Batchelor road?"	He said, "Shit, how did it get there?"	I said, "You tell me,•	Be said, "Look, I'll go along with you, but you can't bring me back here and weigh me again.	You got me once.•	I said, "You'll be taken back to your truck and the vehicle will be then taken under escort to the Winnellie weighbridge where it will be weighed and remain there until the load is made legal."	He said, "Look, you have already had one bite of the cherry and you can't make me weigh again.•



His Worship proceeded to find each offence proved and received evidence of the appellant's prior convictions
which shows that on is July 1983 he was convicted and fined
on four counts of overloading, the fines totalling $510, and that on 17 January 1986 he was further convicted and fined on four counts of overloading, the fines totalling $1,710.
It is common ground that each of those series of convictions related to the overloading on different axles on the vehicle being driven at the time.

His Worship then commented that "This must be one of the biggest overloads that we've had before the Court for quite a while" and the prosecutor affirmed that it was.	The Court was informed that the maximum penalty in each case was
$1,000.	Being told that the alternative was 6 months imprisonment the Magistrate observed "He's running very close.•
The prosecutor then said • .m I in a position to address Your Worship in relation to penalties in this matter" and the Magistrate replied "Yes, you are.	You should.	You have got a right to appeal against me if I am too lenient.	You must tell me everything aggravating now."

The following exchange then took place:


THE PROSECUTOR: "Your Worship, this particular defendant is an owner-driver who sees the transport industry as an area in which profit is fair gain no matter what the cost.	He has a real - - -
HIS WORSHIP:	You don't need to - you are not entitled to overtwist the bayonet.
THE PROSECUTOR: No, Your Worship, I don't propose to do that.	Just to say, Your Worship, that from the evidence that you've heard regarding the hiding of the truck in the quarry, the flippant conversation that he had with the officers, that it is typical of the contempt which he holds for the law.	Your Worship, further to that yesterday morning I did receive a telephone call from Mr Flanigan - - -
HIS WORSHIP:	I don't think you should tell me about that.
THE PROSECUTOR: Yes, Your Worship, as you please.	Your Worship, I would ask that in light of the size of the overload and the attitude portrayed given in the evidence that you look on this matter as one in the extreme end of the spectrum.
HIS WORSHIP:	All right•..."


His Worship then proceeded with the fixing of penalties.	He said he was unable to give any credence to
the appellant's assertion that he believed he was entitled to leave the weighbridge just after midnight.	He then said "Now sit down while I work out penalties, Mr Barrett.	I've got to be careful here using the Stephen Brown case to make sure I don't go too far.	It would be very easy in a case like this."


The prosecutor then told the Court that the penalty for disobeying directions was $10,000.	His Worship said "I suppose that is one of the worst things you can do, is it!" and the prosecutor replied "Yes, Your Worship".	The alternative prescribed to financial penalty is 2 years imprisonment.

His Worship then went on:


HIS WORSHIP:		"This defendant has pleaded guilty before me to all these charges, but has then made certain statements to me which required me to change the plea to count 5, failure to comply with a direction, and came back today for hearing on that. Ee didn't attend court and indeed informed the prosecutor yesterday that he would not be contesting the matter.
Nonetheless, witnesses had already been brought to Darwin and for completeness, and I think properly, the prosecutor has put his witnesses in the box so that I have the full picture.

The picture I have is of a man who most arrogantly se.t about to defy first of all the laws about overloading by a gross overloading of his vehicle, and secondly to defy those whose duty it was to enforce those laws.	However, I accept by his initial plea and by his abandoning of


his trial today that he has saved the court a good deal of time and trouble and has expressed something creditable, whether it be remorse at being caught or through contrition.	I take those into account•

.I also on the other side of the ledger take into account exhibit 3, his previous convictions.	I take into account also that there was no difficulty about getting his trailers re-registered and insured the next day after he was caught. His failure to comply with the direction, an offence which carries a very large penalty, is of course very much aggravated by his flight and concealment.
I remind myself of the directions of the former chief justice in the case of Stephen Brown in relation to penalties under the Firearms Act.	This is not, however, just a case where because a vehicle was overloaded therefore more than one offence took place.	Vehicles can be overloaded so that there is an offence corr itted in relation to one set of axles, but net in relation to another and in any event this man's overloading was so gross and his priers for the similar offence so many that I am not the least bit concerned that in one case the penalties I am about tc inflict in relation to the one trailer total more than the maximum penalty for - maximum fine for an overloading.
Courts and hauliers must both remember that the ultimate sanction here is not the fine, but the distinct possibility of imprisonment and Barry Flanigan should be warned that he has come very close by this conduct to a term of imprisonment.
I do not have before me evidence of what this sort of overloading can do to a road, but it does not require a great deal of imagination.	At the very least one must say that the possibility of damage by his load is much greater than the possibility of damage done by a load which was only a little bit above the limit.






I bear in mind that a great many of the cases which come before this court are simply for overloadings in the area of 20 to 30 per cent.	Here we have one which is 113 per cent."




He then imposed the penalties for the overloading charges.	In relation to the charge of failing to obey directions the Magistrate said:


"There has never been a conviction on this charge before, I believe, but one has to lock at the penalties provided by the Act and while there was a plea of guilty, as I say there was a very great aggravating circumstance."


(Strictly speaking there had not been a plea of guilty to the last charge.	The appellant first pleaded guilty, then changed his plea and did not attend on the day fixed for the hearing, which proceeded ex parte).


In House v The King (1936) 55 CLR 499 and
Cranssen v The King (1936) 55 CLR 509 the High Court set out the guidance for Courts on the hearing of appeals against sentence.	In Cranssen at p. 519 the Court said:

"	the appeal is from a discretionary act of the court responsible for the sentence.	The jurisdiction to revise such a discretion must be exercised in accordance with recognized principles. It is not enough that the members of the court would themselves have imposed a less or different sentence, or that they think the sentence
over-severe.	There must be some reason for
regarding the discretion confided to the court of first instance as improperly exercised.	This may appear from the circumstances which that court has taken into account.	They may include some considerations which ought not to have affected the discretion, or may exclude others which ought to have done so.	The court may have mistaken or been misled as to the facts, or an error of la		may have· been made.	Effect may have been given to views or opinions which are extreme or misguided.		But it is not necessary that soroe definite or specific error should be assigned.	The nature of the sentence itself, when considered in relation to the offence and the circumstances of the case, may be such as to afford convincing evidence that in some way the exercise of the discretion has been unsound.	In short, the principles which guide courts of appeal in dealing with matters resting in the discretion of the court of first instance restrain the intervention of this court to cases where the sentence appears unreasonable, or has not been fixed in the due and proper exercise of the court's authority.n



The sole ground of each of the appeals against sentence, set out in the notice of appeal, is that nthe penalties (sic) imposed was manifestly excessive in all the circumstances".

Such a ground of appeal seems to me to be only appropriate where "some definite or specific error" is not assigned.	Of course, it may be a ground of appeal amongst others where such errors are assigned.	It should not be thought, that by relying on that ground alone, an appellant can range far and wide through the evidence and reasons for decision in th	case the subject of the appeal and point to alleged definite or specific errors.	If any such error is
sought to be relied  upon it should be identified acd made the subject of a ground of appeal so that the respondent may be fairly warned of the basis upon which the appeal will be put.

In this case, the appellant put his case on definite or specific errors as well as the ground specified in the Notice of Appeal.	That was done without objection and I will accordingly deal with the appeal on that basis.

The definite or specific errors alleged were that the learned Magistrate:

	took into account irrelevant circumstances in fixing the penalty in relation to the failure to obey instructions charge, in that he took into account very aggravating circumstance;


	took into account submissions improperly mac by the prosecutor;


3,	failed to consider the totality of the fines imposed;

4..	failed to .take into account relevant circumstance, namely, the appellant's personal circumstances as given in evidence before him on 5 June 1987.
As to the first alleged error the appellant says that the learned Nagistrate was not entitled to take into account the fact that the appellant drove his vehicle away from the weighbridge at Katherine to Batchelor where he parked it in a quarry.	He says the offence was corrmitted at the moment he left the weighbridge area and that that was all the Court could take into account.	Alternatively, as I understand it, the appellant says the learned	'.agistrate was wrong in finding that the circumstances surrounding the disobedience were very aggravating.	The evidence concerning that matter is set out above.	The appellant knew that the vehicle he was driving was overweight on a number of its axles and the extent of it.	He disobeyed the instruction and on the evidence before him His Worship was entitled to find that there had been no mistake on his part as to what those instructions were.		The appellant proceeded for a considerable distance and parked his vehicle in a quarry.
The evidence justifies the Magistrate's view that he took
flight and concealed the vehicle.	It was also suggested that His Worship placed too much weight on the P'"icence of the appellant's attitude and responses to the ct'"'Stions pc:" to him by the inspector after the vehicle had beer. locatec< It was pointed out that the quarry was not a putlic place, and that may be so, and that it was at least doubtful that the inspector<could then require the appellant to drive the vehicle to another weighbridge (sees. 64(d) Motor Vehicles Act).	It might be reasonably suspected that the appellant
had committed further offences in having driven the vehicle from Katherine to Batchelor without having adjusted the load on the axles but he was not prosecuted for that.	But I do not think that in fixing the penalty that H_is Worship was punishing the appellant for committing further offences, which had not, and perhaps could not,·have been.proved against him.	He certainly took into account the facts of flight and concealment  and it was not wrong for him to do so.	They were aggravating circumstances and serious ones.
There may be cases where for reason of some necessity a direction is disobeyed.	Again a driver might be in close proxirr,ity to his destination and only disobey a direction by driving a short distance and then unloading.	Circumstances such as those might tend to minimize the penalty.	However no such circumstance existed here.	The disobedience was accompanied by a deliberate decision to undertake a substantial journey on a public road with the overloaded vehicle and to try and conceal it.	The apoellant was attempting to complete his journey with thP overlader. vehicle and was apparently doing so in st1<-l--? rnanne1 as to avoid detection.

There is no evidence of any tariff for thi, type of offence.	The learned Magistrate has not been shown tc have fallen into a definite or specific error.	The penalty was 40% of the maximum which might be imposed.		Even taking into account that it was his first offence of this type, I
consider that in all the other circUinstances surrounding the commission of that offence that penalty was not manifestly excessive.

The second ground alleging definite or specific error goes to all appeals.	It·concerns what the Magistrate said to the prosecutor and the prosecutor's response concerning aggravation generally.	It was argued for the appellant that the prosecutor was acting improperly in urging that the matter (which I take to mean all charges) be regarded as one "in the extreme end of the spectrum•.	It will be noted that the Magistrate interrupted the prosecutor when he commenced his address on this aspect of the matter warning him that he was "not entitled to overtwist the bayonet".

That remark indicates to rr,e that His Worship was of the view that what the prosecutor  had  said  immediately before was, in the words of the EigJ-,  Court in  Cranssen  v The  King, cited  above, "extreme or risguided",	Eis Worship shows that he was not. intending  to r!ve effect  to those views or opinions.	The prosecutor , c·nt on	tc :-e fer to
evidence regarding "the finding of tJ-,.:, truck i !" the quarry",
a version of the evidence it was open to be put, "the flippant conversation that he had with the officers", again a version of the evidence it was open to be put, and "that it is typical of the contempt with which he holds for the






law".	This remark seems to me to be directed tc the appellant's attitude to the officers which was not, I think, contempt  for the law.	He went on to refer to the "size of the overload" something he was.entitled to mention and "the attitude portrayed given in the evidence", a general reference, I think, to the appellant's overall conduct.	The prosecutor concluded his remarks by inviting the Court to "look on this matter, as one in the extreme end of the spectrum".

In support of this ground of appeal counsel for the appellant first referred  to the decision of the full court of the Federal Court of Australia in R v Tait and Bartley
24 ALR 473.	That was a Crown appeal against sentence and
s. 163 of the Justices Act confers a right of appeal on a complainant in proceedings before a Court of Summary Jurisdiction.	I do not think that any distinction should be drawn between the Crown and a complainant  for these purposes.	The Court pointed c,·t that a Crown appeal puts a defendant in double jeopardy,.  that j+  wnuld be unjust to do so "because of error affectin  his se,+ence, if the Crown's presentation of the c2c, either crrtributed to the error or led the defendant tc r frain frn" dealing with some aspect of the case which might have rebutted the suggested error" (p. 476/477).	Their Honours continued:

"The Crown has been said not be concerned with sentence (see, eg Lawrence Jin	Paprika Ltd v Board






of Trade •[1944] 1 All ER 372 at 374; [1944] 1 KB
327 at 332), but when a statutory right of appeal is conferred upon the Crown, that proposition must be more precisely defined.	It remains true that the Crown is required to make its submissions as to sentence fairly and in an even-handed manner, and that the Crown qoes not, as an adversary, press the
sentencing court for a heavy sentence.	The Crown has a duty to the court to assist it	in the task of passing sentence by an adequate presentation of the
facts, by an appropriate reference to any special principles of sentencing which might reasonably be thought to be relevant to the case in hand, and by a fair testing of the defendant's case so far as it appears to require it.	If the proposition that the Crown is not concerned with sentence was ever construed as absolving the Crown from this duty, it cannot be so construed when a Crown right of appeal against sentence is conferred.	The Crown is under a duty to assist the court to avoid appealable error.	The performance of that duty to the court ensures that the defendant knows the nature and
extent of the case against him, and thus has a fair opportunity of meeting it.	A failure by the Crown to discharge that duty may not only contribute to appealable error affecting the sentence, but may tend to deprive the defendant of a fair opportunity of meeting a case which might ultimately be made on appeal.	It would be unjust to a defendant, whose freedom is in jeopardy for the second time, to consider on appeal a case made against him on a new basis - a basis which he might have successfully
challenged had the case acainst him been fully presented before the sentencing court.	As McClemens CJ aT CL said in R v Jacombe, delivering the judgment of the New South Wales Court of Criminal Appec>J	(19 Decemrer 1974, unreported):
• ••. we would n0t seem to encourage any system which meant tr•· cases we-•- brought here under s 5D of the Crimina 1 /\J:'peal Act	on bases which were not argued before	• - udge tr•c .•
Although the e,·-: ctence cf r ,-ror is the common  ground which entitles the 2ppellate court to intervene in arpeals by tJ-e Crown and by a defendant (cf R v Butler [1971] VR 892; RV Liekefett; Ex parte Attorney-General (1973] Qd R 355), there would be few cases where the appellate court would intervene on an appeal against sentence to correct an alleged error by increasing the sentence if the Crown had not done what was reasonably required to assist the sentencing judge to avoid the error, or if the defendant were unduly prejudiced in meeting for the ·first time on appeal the true case against him."
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The error which a complainant might seek to raise on appeal are much the same as those upon which a defendant might rely except, of course, that the complainant's appeal would be against a;tleged leniency rathei: than excess.	Now it is an appealable error if a sentencing Court imposes a penalty or sentence which is manifestly lenient or if a definite or specific error is demonstrated.	If the Crown, or complainant, is under a duty to assist the Court to avoid appealable error then to my mind that duty extends to informing the Court as to the view taken as to the seriousness of the offence so that the Court will not be led into error in fixing penalty or sentence by taking too lenient a view.	Of course the Court must come to its own decision and exercise its discretion according to the principles of sentencing and its own opinion as to the gravity of the offence.	Further, a defendant needs to have the opportunity of meeting the case against him at first instance and it would be unfajr if views as to the seriousness of the particular offence were not made known to him.

In The (',t1c--_1en v Trave,-c (1983) 34 SASR 112 observations were rrade as to the extent of the duty of counsel for the Crown in criminal matters to assist the Court in the task of passing sentence.	Legoe J at p. 116 expressed comfort, upon being told that Crown counsel normally direct their attention to a number of matters
concerning sentence, one of them being that "if necessary (or if asked) when the crime can clearly be said to fall within a certain scale of penalties."


I  do  not accept the argument that it was not open  to the·complainant.tc draw attention to what he regarded as serious aspects of the appellant's conduct nor to invite the Court  to impose heavy penalties.	The language he employed might be regarded  as inappropriate  but what must also be shown by the  appellant  is that His Worship  fell into error on that account.	I do  not think  that is the case.	Each of the penalties for the overloading offences was in accordance with the tariff.	The penalty for disobeying instruction was not at "the extreme end  of  the spectrum.•	Unless that reference be taken as referring to the maximum penalty which could be imposed, there was no "spectrlliri" since it appears that during  the period  from March 1984 there had only been one other prnsecution for such an offence, and the circurnstancEs were quit different.

The	third spec•& c or identified error alleged goes to the "tot1: /ty• princ'•le of sentencing, and in that regard I waf	referred t	the decision of Forster CJ in  Brown v Lynch 15 NTR 9.	The appellant in that case was convicted before the Court of Summary Jurisdiction on 13 counts of possessing firearms contrary to the Firearms Act (No. 2) 1979.	The Court had imposed penalties of $500 in
respect of an offence where the maximum was $2,000, and two penalties of $400 and ten of $200 in respect of the other offences where the maximum was $1,000.	The total fines were
$3,300'.	His Honour reduced each of the penalties imposed making the total $1,850.

The facts found and law applied by His Honour are at pp 11-12 of his reasons and bear being set out in full:


"The appellant was in possession of 10 firearms when he was not licensed pursuant to the Firearms Act (No 2) 1979 which came into force on 1 July 1980 to be in possession of any.	He had been so licensed under previous legislation which was repealed by the current Act.	He is a retired buffalo shooter and barramundi fisherman.		He used some of the firearms for these purposes.		He is also interested in firearms as a hobby.	All but one of the firearms were displayed in a rack in the appellant's home and there was no suggestion of anything clandestine or of a criminal purpose in his possession of them.	The remaining firearm, a shotgun, was found on his fishing boat where it was kept for proper purposes connected with the appellant's fishing business.		One of the firearms, a revolver, was registered to and owned by another man and was simply being looked after by the appellant.		Two of the firearms were completely inoperable and unable to be fired and all but two had not	Pen fired for many years since the appellarr aave up buffalo shooting.	One firearm had bee:r in		the possession of the appellant's family for 100 years and was in the nature of an heirlooir		All firearms except the revolver were unregisterea which led to the charges under s 11 of the Fire nns Act.	The appellant's offences in each case were offences of omission rather than commission and it is not suggested that he would have had any difficulty in obtaining a licence for himself or in securing registration of the firearms
owned by him.
In Keefer v Lister (1962) 56 QJPR 119 Moynihan DCJ says, at 124: •Where multiple indictments for the same kind of offence are presented, the practice of






making concurrent tenr.s of imprisonment imposed on conviction is well known.	In the nature of things no comparable approach is oper. on the imposition of multiple fines.	In my opinion, in imposing each fine, where there are multiple offences of the same kind, it is a material consideration to take into account the multiplicity of offences and the effect or end result of the aggregate of the fines imposed and the costs ordered to be paid."
I respectfully agree with the learned judge and with Goddard CJ in R v Batchelor (1952) 36 CAR 66 when, in dealing with the common practice of taking into account offences not mentioned in the indictment, he said: "It usually means a longer sentence but the total punishment does not usually exceed what would be the maximum for one offence of that class."	In the present case the appellant was fined a total of $3300, considerably higher than he might have been fined for any one of the offences of which he was convicted.	This alone, quite apart from the mitigating circumstances I mention above, is sufficient in my view to establish that the total of the penalties imposed demonstrated a departure from principle and was manifestly excessive.

In a n= er of unreported decisions of this court it has been held that, save in special circumstances, when a number of offences arise frorr, substantially the same act or same circumstances or a closely related series of occurrences, cumulative penalties should not be imposed, and many sentences passed from day to day have demonstrated adherence to +his principle.	The principle has not the same fo,ce when fines are involved rather than periods
of	imprisonment but it is still a consideration in the former case.	In the matter before me there
v:c ·· c	no special circumstances inimica 1 to the
y'···
erro}Jant, rather the reverse, and there was in my no reason to depart from the principle I
mc .... t :ion.
Fe,these reasons I am of the view that the
sE-tencing discretion of the learned stipendiary macistrate was miscarried and the penalties imposed shculd be interfered with."


There are a number of distinguishing features between that case and this.	Eere there are no mitigating

,,


circumstances which might lead to the total of the penalties being regarded as a departure from principle or manifestly excessive.	The offences here are of con ission not omission and it is not suggested that the appellant could have obtained any permission to do what he did.	The appellant there had no prior convictions, this appellant has.

There is nothing in His Worship's reasons to show that he fell into error in penalising the appellant again for his prior offences.	Indeed it will be recalled that he applied the tariff in respect of each of the overloading offences when he might have considered, given that these were not his first offences of this type, that a more severe penalty than the standard applied in other cases was justified.	The appellant argues that even if he was not entitled to leniency in respect of the individual fines, it was the duty of the Magistrate once having considered what was pnnropriate in that regard, and noting the total which woulc be derived, to then consider whether or not that total was ,-· essive.	If His Worship failed to do that, he is said
to i-, ,..	fallen into error.	Clearly, His Worship did not

fail•- ao so.	He made specific reference to Brown v Lynch. But, the submission proceeds further, and it is said that havir:s paid attention to the principle of totality, the Magistrate fell into error because the total imposed is manifestly excessive.






The total penalty for the four overloading offences was $2,800.	ThE: ma>:imuro for each offer,ce is	1,000.	The total therefor far exceeded what could be irr,posed for such an individual offence.	But, as already indicated, it seems to me that the Court was lenient in regard to these offences bearing in mind the prior convictions of the appellant, and the total could have been much higher.	In any event I do not consider that the total penalty imposed was manifestly excessive.

Adding in the fine for the disobedience to obey directions charge brings the total to $6,800.	I have already held that there was no error in the imposition of that fine.		It was in relation to a separate and distinct offence although closely related in time to the others and arising from them.	The problem here might be approached in two ways.	First, it could be said that it was in the discretion of the sentencing Court to treat the last offence as being cumulative on the first four, as His Worship did.
0,-, the other hand, and notwithstanding difficulties which
•·:ght arise when dealing with fines, al1 of the offences can
,, looked at as concurrent.	If that be the approach adopted then it would be open to consider what Kearney J said in Clair v Brough 37 NTR 11 in an appeal against sentence where there were convictions for multiple traffic and other offences arising from them.	At p. 17 His Honour said nThe preferable approach, however, is to impose an appropriate






sentence in respect of the most serious offence to which the ccr,duct gives rise, taking into account when dcing so as aggravation, the rest of the defendant's criminal conduct; and in relation to the other and lesser offences, to proceed to conviction without imposing penalties; see Whitbread v Mayne (1963) SASR 46    at 51.	In any event it is the overall picture which matters, and accordingly the ordinary rule that each sentence must be appropriate to the offence yields to the totality principle, that the total punishment must be appropriate to the cumulative extent of the wrong-doing."

The maximum fine which could have been imposed for the disobedience offence was $10,000 and thus the total of all fines was somewhat less than that sum.	In Brown v Lynch the maximum fine for the most serious offence was $2,000 and the total of all fines far exceeded that sum.	The total imposed by this Court in that case was almost as much as
$2,000.


With respect to Kearney J, I do not think that His Honour, in referring to Whitbread v Mayne, was affirIT.ing that in all cases it was appropriate to impose a penalty in respect of the most serious offences, taking into account ether offences as aggravating circumstances, and then to proceed to conviction without penalty in respect of. the other offences.		That may be an appropriate approach in some circumstances.	For example in that case the appellant had
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been convicted of driving a motor vehicle recklessly, or at a speed, or in a manner which was dangerous to the public for which he was penalized 100 pounds, and of driving at a speed in excess of 35 miles per hour and fined 40 pounds.
His Honour, Hoqarth J, said at P. 51, "that whilst the speeding charge was technically a separate offence I regard the whole occurrence as really one incident."	The offences of overloading on the one hand, and disobedience to the direction on the other, in this case, did not arise from the one incident.

Looking at the total penalty of $6,800, and taking into account all that was put to me in that regard, I do not consider that the learned Magistrate failed to pay regard to the question of totality.	Nor has it been shown that he erred in his consideration  of that question.	As with all aspects of sentencing  the Court responsible at first instance has a discretion.		It has not miscarried in this case and the total is net manifestly excessive.	For me to simply vary that total penalty, by adjusting the penalties for each offence downwards, and so arrive at a lesser total, in this case, would be purely arbitrary.	Such an approach is not permissible.

The appellant lastly argues that the learned Maoistrate fell into error in failing to pay regard to his personal circumstances when fixing the penalties the subject






of these appeals.	I have already given a detailed outline of the course of the proceedings before His Worship.	On
5 June 198i the appellant entered pleas of guilty in respect of all these offences but was permitted to change his plea to the disobedience offence to one of not guilty.	The transcript is not clear but I am satisfied that on that date the continuation of the proceedings on the four outstanding charges and the hearing of the not guilty plea were all adjourned to 16 September, a little over 3 months later. While discussing suitable dates to continue those matters the following exchange took place between His Worship and the appellant:

HIS WORSHIP:	"The soonest date I can give you, I think, is in September so it's a matter of if we give you time enough - - -

THE DEFENDANT: I will try - I'll make arrangements so that I can be here.
HIS WORSHIP: You'd better. 100 and something percent over load is the highest I've ever heard of.
THE DEFENDANT: I know, Your Honour.	I have changed my ways.
HIS WORSHIP:	I should hope so.	You might find you haven't got a truck left by the time the court's finished with you.
We'll give you a date which I believe will be in September.	Is any day of the week worse or better than others?
THE DEFENDANT: No, it doesn't really matter. HIS WORSHIP:	Yes, thank you.•






'Khen fixing the date in September Bis Worship said "Need not be before me.•

The Court then proceeded to deal with the appellant's plea of guilty to another overloading offence which took place on 8 December 1986.	That is,.after the date of the offences the subject of these appeals.

The extent of the overload on that occasion was
28 per cent and on one axle only.	The appellant gave an explanation, and said "I've changed frorr. my other ways, see.•	His Worship replied "I'm not going to remind myself about which one happened first.	That would be unfair.	In fact, I think it's a very good idea that I deal with this one and somebody else deal with that one, not knowing any thing about this one.	They might get the wrong ideas about you.•	As it transpired His Worship did deal with the earlier offences in September.

However, in relation to the charge concerr,1 no the December offence, Bis Worship went on to enquire o	he appellant as to his personal circumstances.	It w2, est2blished that he was •a bit of a battler", who h commitments to pay for his vehicle for another 2 years; he supported a little girl and a little boy in a wheelchair which caused a fair bit of medical expense; that his wife worked part time and that he had no employees.	The






appellant said that he hauled general cargo and agreed he had to be on the look-out for "funny configurations and funny weights" and said it was "very hard to load legal." He was fined $250 and allowed 2 months to pay, and then warned not to forget the date fixed for the adjourned hearing.	That penalty is not the subject of appeal but it
is said that the learned Magistrate should have directed his mind to the circumstances of the appellant as disclosed in relation to that case when fixing penalty in relation to these matters.

I do not agree.	The appellant's circumstances may well have changed over the intervening 3 months and the Court was bound to look at what the position was when it came to fix the penalties.	In that regard it had no
rel vant information, since the appellant did not appear.
For whatever reason he forsook the opportunity to inform the Court as to any explanation he may have had for the overloading offences and as to his personal situation at that time.	He also denied himself the opportunity of defending the disobedience charge, contestinc c,ny of	the facts which might go to penalty, profering an Explanation and informing the Court of any other matters vmich might go to mitigation of the penalty.	All that the transcript discloses is that the appellant had contacted the respondent on the day before the adjourned hearing and informed him that he would not be attending.

-

In South Australia it has been held that if an accused person fails to attend before a Court of SuIT ary Jurisdiction and the Court proceeds ex parte, then if the failure is due to genuine misadventure the Supreme court will ordinarily order a re-hearing (see Hird v Keech (1979)
21 SASR 237 and Rough V Rix (1982)·30 SASR 301).	That was not sought to be done in this case nor did the appellant seek to place before this Court, pursuant to s. 176A of the Justices Act, additional evidence to that before the Court of Summary Jurisdiction.

Counsel for the respondent drew attention to s. 63A of the Justices Act, and it was suggested that it provided a remedy available to the appellant had he wished, to have the learned Magistrate take into account his personal circumstances and perhaps hear submissions in regard to penalty.	Section 63A relevantly provides that where a Court of Summary Jurisdiction has proceeded eY narte wand ha convicted or made an order against the	Pfendant", the defendant may, not later than one mont •&ter the copv'r+ion or order has come to his notice, serve -- the Clerk oft Court, a written application to set as: - that convicticr or order, and of the grounds of the applic•tion.	The clerk is to give notice to the other party of the time and place appointed for the hearing of the application upon which the Court shall proceed to hear and determine it.	The Court has power to refuse the application or may set aside the





conviction or order on such terms and conditions as it thinks fit.	It seems to me that these provisions are wide enough. to enable a conviction to be set aside and for the Court to then hear what the defendant might wish to put either as to his guilt or as to penalty, or both.	Counsel for the respondent informed me that in his experience some use had been made of the provision but there does not appear to have been any decision of this Court as to its application nor as to what effect, if any, a failure by a defendant to make use of it should have upcn determination of an appeal to this Court.	The issue was not fully argued before me and I consider that it would not be appropriate for me to pass upon it in this case.	Except to say, that it appears to be a provision which would have enabled the appellant to bring his then personal circumstances before the Court, and give an explanation for any of the offences, at least.	He did not do that and there is nothing by way of additional evidence before me in those respects.

All appeals against pe	'tv 2rP	dismissed.

